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1. INTRODUCTION 
Turbulent changes in manufacturing industries, nowadays affected also by ongoing 
financial crisis and consumer instability, drive companies to search and execute market 
opportunities more efficiently. Much more intensive collaboration with business partners 
and closer customer interface through the whole value-creating chain is becoming of 
primary importance. Mainly small and medium sized enterprises (SME) in their effort to 
optimize their own production systems tend to benefit from specialisation and outsourcing 
of production resources. 
As a progressive form of business consortia today, virtual organisation (VO) provides 
environment for flexible partnership, which is loosely coupled under essential ICT support 
and with no restrictions due to geographical, administrative or technological obstacles. 
Dynamic value-creating chain should stand for a basic principle of VO’s business 
processes, taking different views on cooperation into consideration: 1. corporate product, 
2. distributed manufacturing system, and 3. logistic network of companies. Interenterprise 
configurations has lots of connectivity costs (Womack, 2003), such as those spent on 
additional transport and storage, urgent deliveries, industrialization related to new plants, 
distributing centres, communication with business partners, etc. Seeing that these costs 
are pertinent especially to the third level above all, VO requires continuously adapting 
logistics fluxes, from planning to execution, and from suppliers to clients. 
The aim of our introductory analysis with reference to research project Inovanet, whose 
background is shortly presented in chapter 2, was to contribute to procedures and tools 
that would effectively support management of logistic network. Chapter 2 provides 
fundamental definitions regarding the domain of production virtual organisations and its 
operating principles. Underlying logistical issues were investigated from organisation and 
technology point of view and the following output models are explained in chapter 3: 
Business model, Functionality model, Domain model.  

 
2. PROJECT INOVANET 
Nowadays SMEs, due to strong competitive environment and large progress in 
technology, are obliged to deal with innovations in order to meet demanding requirements 
couched in high product complexity, specific customisations, superior quality, on time 
delivery, various services and so on. General aim of project Inovanet is in overcoming 
fragmentation of the industrial cooperation through the whole product lifecycle. Research 
synthesis in form of supporting methodology and applications for business processes 
automation involve following areas of innovation:  

• Product innovation – Processes of customer‘s requirements management, product 
design engineering, and project management for products development.  

• Production innovation – Processes of manufacturing technology and system 
engineering focused on inter-enterprise distribution. 

• Production management innovation – Logistical processes within value creating 
chain of the virtual organisation including planning, operation and evaluation. 

Conceptual scheme (figure 1) shows the two significant information loops. There is a need 
on one hand to handle technical and business requirements together with logistical issues 
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in the beginning of the product lifecycle with regard to distribution and capacity conditions 
of producers. On the other hand all relevant technical data and specifications from pre 
production phases have to be transferred to the production management. Hierarchical 
views on cooperation are considered being the basic principles of dynamic value-creating 
chain to completely analyze business processes in VO: 

• Corporate product (CP) – Subject of cooperation specified by detailed technical and 
business requirements of final customer and suppliers. Reconfigurable CP defines 
also an output from distributed manufacturing system from project to project. 

• Distributed manufacturing system (DMS) – System of manufacturing facilities and 
technology, where some products or their parts are made by one producer, while 
the rest is outsourced by other producing partners – enterprises or single plants.  

• Logistic network (LN) – Partnership in which the producers operate as suppliers and 
eventually customers of intermediate products. Beside the final customer at the end 
of value-creating chain also independent forwarders can be included if appropriate.  

                            

 
  Figure 1: Views on cooperation in virtual enterprise – the 2nd level of virtual organisation 

 
Researchers approach application design and development holistically, tackling tasks 
arising in manufacturing and software engineering and industrial production management. 
Methodology GRAPPLE (Guidelines for Rapid Application Engineering) was chosen for 
the purposes of systems modelling because it is relatively simple, flexible and developed 
with UML in mind. Object oriented language UML, according to company OMG, is highly 
recommended by professionals as it enables effective systems’ representation both with 
software and un-software features in miscellaneous areas (Schmuller, 1999).  
Deliverables presented in this paper belong to the first segment of the methodology called 
Information gathering, which covers conceptual understanding of domain, high-level 
functionality analysis, and initial model of business entities.  
   
3. BUSINESS MODEL: PRODUCTION IN VIRTUAL ORGANISATION 
3.1. FUNDAMENTAL DEFINITIONS 
Nowadays the concept of VO is widely accepted both in the academic community and in 
industry. According to the European Commission, it is a group of collaborative, mutually 
independent enterprises that share and interchange their own services and products, but 
seems externally like one company (Toelle, 2001). 
Such a multi-enterprise partnership has to be in conformity with fundamental principles, as 
are: digital product model processing, value chain distribution, customer-oriented planning, 
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real time coordination of activities, decentralization or no superior management divisions, 
two-level integration, all supported by pervasive ICT and web-technology. Integration on 
two levels implies quite complex business processes.  
The first level is a long-term cluster of partners that are in stable cooperation – Breeding 
environment (BE). In general the reason to build VBE is an effort to support and defend 
the interests of business environment in a certain branch of industry, economic space or 
geographical territory. This environment represents the mutual coordination of individual 
business activities mostly through consulting, coordinating, and marketing tasks. 
At the second level in response to a specific business opportunity project-oriented 
consortium can be established either on short or long-term basis – Virtual enterprise (VE). 
This process is initiated by any subject that has recognized the opportunity for 
cooperation. Partners take responsibility for the execution of partial tasks based upon the 
result of negotiation. Companies come from the VBE that is already under operation; 
nevertheless they may also be third-party subjects where appropriate. 
Operation of the VO requires data to be processed and shared among partners 
interactively, available on time and for the right user with no redundancy. Information flows 
must be managed by an appropriate integrating infrastructure that is compound of 
supporting subsystems connected through various hardware and software interfaces. 
Discussed solution should help in exploiting methods and tools for decision making 
support at all tree cooperation views mentioned above with the highest degree of realism. 
In light of software functionality automated configuration of logistic network for any 
proposed DMS or its alternatives is required while providing vital data for high-level 
production management within planning, operation and evaluation phase of VE’s projects.  
 
3.2. STAFF STRUCUTRE 
When looking at organisation structure of the VO, individual roles all representing partners’ 
employees that could be somehow influenced by the new way of cooperative work, have 
to be described (Fidler et al., 2008): 

• Competence manager – Coordinates product design and production engineering at 
common VBE level. Is responsible for optimum utilization of resources, technology, 
knowledge and skills accumulated in the pool. Prepares project proposals including 
configuration and processes of potential VEs in accordance with DMS principles.  

• Recourses manager – Promotes business interests of his enterprise on a long-term 
basis. In case the partner participates in VE he takes responsibility for performing of 
all the tasks and delivery of products that were agreed in cooperation project.  

• Project manager – Coordinates tasks that are individually performed by partners, 
controls their deliverables, costs and times. Collaborates closely with resource 
managers on planning, controlling and evaluation of the whole cooperation project. 

• Business broker – Marketing and sales promotion (not affected directly). Is eligible 
to make necessary changes in VE’s configuration and processes under operation.  

• Network coach – Put in charge of continual management of VO’s routine processes 
and its integrating infrastructure.  

• Ordinary employee – Every partner’s employee whose workload and information 
exchange is to be connected to the inter-enterprise processes in a straight business 
line, like design engineer, manufacturing manager, transport supervisor, and so on.  

• Financial auditor – Responsible for financial commitments controlling inside the 
cooperation structures. Although with the same rights, he should operate 
independently from the project manager role.  

•  
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3.3. PROCESSES OVERVIEW 
Processes were defined in line with business requirements for simple synchronization of 
projects and tasks, flexible information flows in terms of reconfigurable logistic network, 
and accurate and rapid data exchange. Those processes and partial activities in table 1 
that are marked with asterisk are the primary candidates for software automation. 
 
Table 1: Business processes – Management of logistic network 

Processes Inputs Activities Outputs 

• Network configuration*
(Planning) 

Design & Assembly 
drawings, BOM, Final 
customer and partners 
requirements, 
Register of 
prospective partners 

• Selection of partners* 
• Tasks assignment* 
• Product definitions* 
• Volume determination* 
• Contracts negotiation 

Production project 
specification,  
VE’s logistic 
network structure, 
Business contracts 
and subcontracts 
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• Production scheduling* 
(Planning) 

Production volumes 
and repeatability, 
Required times to 
delivery 

• Project dates definition* 
• Tasks dates definition* 
• Determination of batch sizes* 

(Top down approach) 

Detailed production 
schedules, Delivery 
plans and 
transportation 
schedules 

• Production costing* 
(Planning) 

Man. equipment and 
technology, Material 
and quality properties 

• Tasks cost definition* 
• Project costs definition* 

 (Bottom-up approach) 

Detailed cost budget  

• Production  
(Operation) 

Detailed production 
orders, Product 
specification and 
production processes 
specifications 
 

• Project initiation* 
• Task initiation* 
• Task performing* 
• Task conclusion* 
• Production costs recording*  
• Production times recording* 
• Internal product development 
• Inside manufacturing process

Resources 
requests, Batch 
control sheet, 
Statements of tasks 
performance, 
Conformity 
declarations, Sales 
invoice details 
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• Product transportation 
(Operation) 

Delivery plans and 
schedules, 
Transportation orders 
 

• Transporting costs recording*
• Transporting times recording*
• Interplant handling 

Statements of tasks 
performance, 
Transportation 
invoice details, 
Shipping 
documentation 

• Provision of product 
(Operation) 

Product to delivery 
Final customer order  

• Provision costs recording* 
(costs of sales, installations, 
services, etc.) 

• Project conclusion* 

Acceptance test and 
service documentation, 
Acceptance certificate, 
Sales invoice details 

• Production monitoring 
(Evaluation) 

Records of products, 
cost and times  
– plans vs. reality 

• Ad-hoc analysis* 
• Project reporting* 

Statement of cash flows,
Report on tasks and 
project performance 
(Productivity, effectivity, 
efficiency parameters) 

• Network dissolution  
(Evaluation) 

 • Closure of the virtual 
enterprise* 

• Agreement on IPR  

Final report of 
cooperation 
Free production, 
transportation and 
knowledge resources 
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3.4. FUNCIONALITY MODEL  
List of use cases in figure 2 describe what the software system should do and what 
functionalities should the users access to.  
As the competence manager is responsible for key decisions in configuration, he must 
have all the information about resources at his disposition. This role access to the list and 
profiles of VEs and enterprises those are available in VBE with a possibility to register new 
enterprise (company) or partnership. Project manager, who should be deputed by 
competence manager along with the formation of VE, have access to list of the VE’s 
partners, projects, and project tasks at the inter-enterprise level. This role is capable to 
register and manage new projects and integral tasks assigned to partners. He has to 
define product, partial deliverables, costs and time constraints for project and each task. 
Having the frame definitions of common project both the project and competence manager 
use cooperation modelling for planning purposes. With functionality of ad-hoc analysis 
they are capable to simulate different cooperation scenarios depending upon variable 
inputs, as for example reconfigurations of product and work breakdown structure, changes 
in production volumes, delays in tasks, cost overruns, etc.  
Another system-embedded functionality includes tracking of project events (recording of 
costs and time consumed, products or other deliverables delivered), continual cash flow 
computation, early alerting and notifications of users.  
Resource manager has an overview of all projects and tasks which his enterprise 
participate in. Besides, this role is capable to register and manage subtasks and assign 
them to ordinary employees. These subtasks and their stakeholders are hidden for the 
project and competence manager. 

 

 
  Figure 2: Functionality use cases – Management of logistic network 

 
3.5. DOMAIN MODEL 
The objective during the process and functionality analysis was to identify entities, their 
properties and associations, thus to improve systematic understanding of the domain. 
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High-level diagram (figure 3) contains building blocks each one with set of entities 
interacting in different ways to execute use cases. 
 

 
  Figure 3: Entities and associations – Management of logistic network 

 
Rectangle on the right side of diagram shows another core component of the integrating 
infrastructure that is a subsystem for computer-aided VE configuration.  
According to (Henderson, 1990) the structure of manufacturing system and organisation is 
reflected from a structural decomposition of the product. Moreover the product structure 
significantly influences the manner in which company knowledge and information are 
processed. Accepting this matter of fact, outputs from the CP→DMS→LN configuration 
algorithm should help to answer questions on the subject of product manufacturability, 
expected manufacturing costs and delivery time. In this manner potential partners can be 
provided with the information they need to select an optimal logistic network. 

 
4. CONCLUSSION 
Afore described models belong to the complex framework of VO offering a nomenclature, 
and set of key principles and requirements for software applications development 
independently of industries’ specifics. With the provided system support it is foreseen that 
the VO of the future can go far beyond the only buy and sell activities, what the state of the 
art for the current consortia is. 
Research issues in further phases the project will be centred on the development of 
software capable of modelling and optimizing of logistics networks and parameters, by 
implementing discrete event simulation based modelling along with multi-objective 
optimization using multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) in an easily adaptable 
tool. Thus, the software will combine the capability of managing complex logistic network 
with the aptitude of obtaining optimal solutions that show MOEAs. 
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